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About This Game

MORDHAU is a medieval first & third person multiplayer slasher. Enter a hectic battlefield of up to 64 players as a mercenary
in a fictional, but realistic world, where you will get to experience the brutal and satisfying melee combat that will have you

always coming back for more.

Features:

 Massive battles: From small-scale engagements to 64-player all-out war in modes such as Frontline and Battle Royale.

 Cooperative & offline play: Fight waves of enemies alongside your friends in the cooperative Horde mode, or practice
your skills offline against AI.

 Free-form melee and ranged combat: Gain complete control over your character and attacks and develop your unique
style.

 In-depth character customization: Sculpt your face, create your weapon from parts, and pick out individual pieces of
armor to create the perfect warrior.

 Huge arsenal of weapons & equipment: Take on enemies with a greatsword, rain arrows from above, or even sit back
and build fortifications.

 Fight anywhere: Experience cavalry charges, fight on ladders, and operate siege engines such as the catapult and
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ballista.

 Visceral and gory combat: Feel the impact of every blow, and send limbs flying as you wreak havoc upon your foes. 
(Blood & gore are optional)

 Believable fights: A game where fights look believable, MORDHAU strikes a balance between gameplay and realism.
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Title: MORDHAU
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Triternion
Publisher:
Triternion
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 - 4670 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese,French,Italian,Portuguese,Russian
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It's basically Chivalry 2, absolutely love it!. Thought it was an amazing game until I found out you can get kicked by the enemy
team. Not sure who the bright individual was that programmed that into it, but it's bad. People can literally join your hoard game
(basically CoD zombies) and kick you out of it, and not only are you removed from the match that you started but you are not
rewarded for your progress in the game and you're temporarily banned from matchmaking.

edit:
So they fixed my main issue with the game in the latest patch. After looking at all the patch notes for the last few updates, it
seems like the devs are doing a pretty good job trying to fix the game as rapidly as possible which is good, though on the other
hand this sort of stuff should not have existed at launch.

All in all, it is a good game which is kinda clunky right now. There's still work to be done and not all of it makes sense, but it is
a really great melee fighting game. I think all things considered the $30 price tag is a little steep and I would say $20 is much
more fair a price. I am still not switching to recommended for this review though since I don't think it's actually worth this
current price until this game is actually done being fixed.

edit2:
This is basically my only review on Steam that got any traction and I realize now that allowing comments on here is like opening
up the YouTube comments section so I'm getting rid of that.

To answer what was posted though:
1) I did not request a refund and I don't plan to. I wanted to when I posted the first review but since they are fixing things
quickly I'm willing to hang on to it and wait it out.
2) I am not recommending it on here because I don't recommend it to my friends irl. I think they should get because I want to
play it with them but I also think it's overpriced and if I didn't already own it would be waiting for it to go on sale.
3) If you feel the need to brag about how much money you spend on games then you're probably going to feel just fine about
buying this at full price. I'm not saying nobody should buy it, I'm talking about whether it is currently a worthwhile purchase
compared to other items at the same price. I don't think it stands out in the $30 category.. I threw a sword at a guy I was dueling
and it stuck in his arm. The dude then took my sword out of his arm and proceeded to kill me with it.

10\/10 Gameplay. 10\/10, always behead your enemies after killing them, so they will not rise from the dead.
. the best chilvary out there

go buy it right now!
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horse can withstand up to 10 arrows and still not die

dies after a 3 feet drop. Review for MORDHAU

Mordhau is a first & third-person slasher inspired by games such as Chivalry Medieval Warfare. Also amazing
character creation that lets you create multiple kinds of mercenaries to suit your play style. Mordhau has a variety of
gamemode types: Team Deathmach, Skirmish, Frontline, Battle Royale and Horde. Developed by small studio (10
developers only).

[\u2714]
- Beautiful graphics
- Gameplay mechanics\/combat is superb
- Soundtrack
- Executions
- 32v32 mode
- Horde mode
- Character customisation
- No microtransactions all cosmetics you earn by playing

[\u2718]
- Optimization is not the best
- Glitches

9\/10 highly recommended game

Thanks for reading!. ===[ \u2764 Audience ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2611 Pro players

===[ \u263c Graphics ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[ $ Price\/quality ]===
\u2611 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it

===[ \u2623 Requirements ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2611 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2610 NASA computer
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===[ \u263c Difficulty ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ \u06de Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless

===[ \u266c Story] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ \u00a7 Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2611 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2610 Some make the game fun to play
\u2610 Nothing

===[ \u2726 Score ]===
8.5\/10. I saw a guy with an axe, trying to chop a tree, probably to gather wood.

Dude. It isn't that kind of a game, I said, while playing the lute beside him.. Take Chivalry: Medieval Warfare, make it
way better and new, you got Mordhau

Also no micro-transactions as of yet, so that's a huge +1 for me. For existing players:

Yes, it is rage inducing. Yes, that sword did hit you. "How?" very easily, you didn't block it. Player with maul
wondering how they lost to a player with a training sword? All weapons are different. Each with their own speeds. Yes,
some weapons hit harder than others. Some are longer than others and yes that guy on your team blind firing the
catapult DOES deserve to die, no one will blame you if that player was to disappear.

You must accept that 80% of the time, you are the one who messed up. There is that 20% due to internet connectivity
and sometimes lack of hit registration (Seen players complain but never happened to me).

If you ever struggle when playing, try out third person. You might find yourself surviving 3 vs 1 encounters. Also, try
to create custom classes and look at the weapon stats. Also, there is an offline mode you can use to practise against AI.

For potential buyers:

If you anger easily or prone to rage quit, then this game isn't for you.

It is rage inducing and you will question half the hits you take\/inflict. But in a 32 vs 32 match it is very chaotic. Allies
and enemies charging into one another and then immediately stopping because they really want to protect their Kill
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Death ratio. That lute player somehow playing Metallica... There is a lot to take in. A load of unique classes as well as a
class creation system. You want to have 3 lutes on your person at all time? Go for it.

Gameplay:

The weapon combat is great using your mouse and avatar to make swings hit faster or slower. The various strengths of
each weapons. For example, spears are better at stabbing than for swinging. Weapons will collide with surfaces which
will stop their momentum. Parry\u2019s and feints are available allowing you to psyche out your opponent. Armour
affects your movement and overall damage you can take. Armour is located on three areas: Head, Torso and Legs.
There is chambering which I do not fully understand and most of the time I\u2019m to mystified by it to realise I
should strike back.
You can create your own class which is a ton of fun. The system works by having a limited amount of points and every
item costing points dependant on strength of item. There is medical equipment you can carry that helps survivability of
you or your team. There\u2019s an engineer class that lets you build fortification (Only in specific areas) and ballistae.
Engineer tools are available for create your own class. You also have access to perks when creating classes. Bows I do
not personally use. Prefer to swing a sword in a hazardous environment than shoot from a safe distance. There\u2019s
probably a lot of information I\u2019ve missed, feel free to fact check me.
Extra (Just things):

There are 3 stages you will go through when fighting larger skirmishes with your allies in MORDHAU.

Stage 1: "I'll just use stabs and therefore, won't hurt my allies!"

Stage 2: "Whoops sorry! Didn't mean to hit you there!"

Stage 3: "Why are you standing within axe-swinging distance?!?! Do you have a death wish?!?"

If you see a lute player on the opposite team. Let them pass, they\u2019re likely late for their gathering and deserve the
right of way.

Now the player base is divided personality wise. You have the tryhards which every game must be a win otherwise the
game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The casual players who will emote and are more likely to be friendly.
You will have the new players who can often be found wondering to parts unknown and endangering the wild life
(Other players with their dam catapults). You also get the team killing for horses or siege equipment. I like horse as
much as anyone, but I\u2019ll dismount for class with a longer weapon than mine and of course if they\u2026 ASK!
Yea, no one ask for anything and just expects you to know better? Players complain when they\u2019re killed by
anything. I had a guy complain after I killed him with his own throwing axe. Not all players are like this, but you only
notice the annoying ones who team kill, disrupt funny moments, etc\u2026

Appreciate you reading this.. Some absolute Chad named Sans Undertale was playing Megalovania on the lute and a
good portion of the server gathered around him cheering, dancing, and being merry until a man that looked like Guts
came up and decapitated him then a all out brawl started. that's when I realized that this is a very good game. So.
Imagine this. You were playing a medieval game called Chivalry Medieval Warfare. The community became elitist and
conceited. The combat system consisted of only a few mechanics - more notably - the dizzying spastic 360 swings of a
violent, bloodthirsty Knight who had too much to drink. The level design was fine, but the graphics were subpar.
Overall, it felt like something was missing. Like the developers half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665their
game and didn't put much thought into it.

Well, guess what?

You have Mordhau now. A game which not only refines the fundamentals of Chivalry Medieval Warfare, but
introduces other mechanics of its own. It also cuts out all the bad bits about Chivalry such as the effectiveness of
360ing like a total moron and hoping you hit something, with varying chances for success.
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Imagine immersing yourself into a graphically beautiful world with fantastic textures and a high degree of
customization. Imagine being able to customize your character down to the individual pieces of equipment, as well as
modifying your armour's tint and the various potential patterns an item might have with numerous colours from a
palette. You can sculpt your character's face, customise various voice presets to fit your desires, or become a gnome,
like someone I saw in the game. And it was very on point to how one looks like. Now, allow me to shift your attention
over to the weapons. You can customise not only the hilt and the guard, but also how the blade looks, and are permitted
to colourise various parts of the weapon.

If Chivalry - despite it's shortcomings - did not enthrall you enough as you might have wanted it to, you now have a
game which adds many more mechanics to enrich the gameplay of the game. You can now morph - that is, you can
initiate a stab or a slash and transition into the other attack. You can now block arrows in mid-air like Aragorn. The
attack combinations flow into each other and are seamless. Even something like a slash can be influenced to come from
below or from the sides depending on your mouse orientation.

So, why not buy the game that forfills all the needs that Chivalry neglected and treats you like a real man? No
microtransactions, you earn the gold in game. Go on. Do what you want to do. Buy the game, and decapitate some
heads, whilst screaming in a high-pitched farmer boy's voice.. Pros
+ Pretended to be Shao Kahn while using the Maul to crush enemy knees and heads
+ An ally kicked me into the path of an enemy spear while crossing the logs in Taiga
+ Accidentally threw my spear through a team mate, apologized by dropping a med bag in front of him
+ Was wondering why my weapon disappeared, looked down and saw my left arm on the floor
+ The Hans Test
+ Combat feels like Mount and Blade,but with only 4 horses
+ Friend can play the Doom theme using Lute Bot
+ Pressing V every 5 seconds
+ Good number of cosmetics, unlocked through gameplay
+ Very, very fun combat with quite a high skill ceiling

Cons
- Not much to do for support roles (med bag, toolbox stuff, building\/repair)
- Really long "warm up" time sometimes experienced in the Main Menu
- Vaulting up some spots in the map can cause you to get stuck, forcing you to end things yourself
- Can't play local games without downloading server tools

12\/10, would recommend again

Patch #4:

Patch #04 Changelog. New patch:
New patch! Make sure to restart Steam so the update is downloaded.
- Supporter Pack DLC items should now show up
- Matchmaking improvements
- Server browser improvements
- Fixed a certain duping exploit on Horde
- Added 64p variant Skirmish maps for custom servers: SKM_Taiga_64, SKM_MountainPeak_64, SKM_Grad_64,
SKM_Camp_64
- Exposed some parameters for server owners (these go into game.ini), see https://pastebin.com/raw/CbDANhzr for details
(server owners only). Performance issues:
A huge performance regression slipped through on the latest patch. We will hotfix this ASAP.. Patch #4 hotfix 2:
This hotfix reintroduces the friend marker option. The FPS drop issue that occured in Patch #4 has been fixed.. Official server
improvements being rolled out:
We've identified an issue causing the huge lag spikes on our official servers and are restarting them one-by-one to apply the fix.
We're going to leave some servers as 48p, while others will be upgraded to 64p. Our next steps will be to increase the pool of
official servers, and start doing improvements to the matchmaker. Thank you for your patience during our rocky launch!. 
Gold/XP not saving:
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We know a bunch of you guys don't receive any Gold or XP rewards. It must sound like a broken record, but we're looking into
those issues.
To make up for the inconvenience we will compensate all of you with a little bonus once the problems are ironed out.

The server stability problems somewhat contained and under control. However there's way more people playing than we
expected so we're a little short on server space and we're working with our partners to expand with the demand.

Thanks for all your patience so far!. Patch #5:
This is a small client patch. It fixes the notorious ghost bug. Patch notes:

 Fixed ghost bug

 Fixed not full server browser filter not working

 Fixed Yoink achievement not working

 Fixed change banner button being partially covered by the stats widget on some aspect ratios

 Fixed face tab displaying wrong header
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